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USG New
Ad-Hoc Committee
BY TIMOTHY STETSON

that will be created for this specific purpose, face to face conver-sations, and potentially having
Friday,April 8th, the Under- USG members go to Resident
graduate Student Government Advisor floor meetings to discuss
created an Ad-Hoc committee the topic. All five Senators of the
with the purpose of doing inves- Undergraduate Student Governtigative work to see if the student ment are running the commitpopulation is behind a stricter en- tee. These Senators are, Megan
forcement of policies on campus. Bagdon(Public Relations), VerThe ad-hoc committee's purpose non Chan(Academic Affairs),
is not to create stricter policies, Timothy Stetson(Student Serbut merely to see what the cam- vices), Joseph Goldberg(Student
pus thinks of them. This ad-hoc Affairs Senator), and Rachel
committee was proposed by Stu- Harris(Student Recreations Sendent Services Senator Timothy ator). The express chairs of the
Stetson and Academic Affairs committee are Timothy Stetson,
Senator Vernon Chan with help and Joseph Goldberg.
from USG Public Relations SenStetson and Goldberg will be
ator Megan Bagdon.
holding committee meetings for
Senator Stetson and Chan this specific ad-hoc committee on
both stated that there has been Fridays at noontime in the USG
much discussion brought to the office. It is always best ifyou would
government over the past year by like to express your concern, that
students and faculty that called for you do so through your approprithis committee. These discussions ate representative. Your class rephave taken place in open forum resentatives are your voice in the
question and answer sessions at government so be sure to let them
USG sponsored chat and chews.
know your opinion and how you
This committee will be doing re- believe they should vote.
search through a Survey Monkey The data collected by Fhis commitPlease see USG, page 2.
Nor'easter Staff

Decary's salad bar filled with food provided by Sodexo.

Sodexo Survey: Meeting UNE Students' Needs
BY DANIELLE CROPLEY
Nor'easter Staff
Sodexo Inc. is the leading
food provider to both campuses
of UNE, and aims to give students a variety of options to fit

their needs. To properly do so,
UNE's Dining Services is trying to reach out to students
to get their direct feedback on
what they eat, where they eat,
and the type of atmosphere
they enjoy to be in whilst conPlease see SODEXO, page 2.

suming food. To accurately
gage what the students want,
General Manager Dan Roy and
his team are using an online
survey to collect student-produced data. However, what sets
this survey apart from t he other

A Look Back

'~Year in Review"

at World News
BYKAT ELYN KAULBACK
Nor'easter Staff

Sudan Set to Split
into Two Separate Countries

WikiLeaks

Voters in Sudan have decided
that the southern half of Sudan
WikiLeaks originated in should become its own country, to
2006, and was created by Ju- be named the Republic of South
lian Assange. According to the Sudan. The new country is set to
WikiLeaks website, their goal become independent in July of
is to "bring important news and this year, however, there are still
information to the public. We many unresolved issues concernprovide an innovative, secure and ing the split. The issue was voted
anonymous way for sources to on without the citizens actually
leak information to our journal- knowing what the split would enists. One of our most important tail. Matters such as how resourcactivities is to publish original es will be divided, how the two
source material alongside our countries will agree to pay Sudan's
news stories so readers and histo- current debt to other countries,
rians alike can see evidence of the and where the border between the
truth." Hundreds of thousands of countries would be located, have
classified documents have been still yet to be decided. The hope is UNE's beautiful aerial of its Biddeford Campus.
released on the site. Assange be- that the two countries will leave
BY CONSTANCE GLYNN
member and researcher at the
gan the site so that people could each other at peace, but many fear
Nor'easter Staff
College of Osteopathic Medisee the truth of what is occurring that violent boarder wars will occine's pharmacology department,
in the Middle East, in hopes that cur. Another large concern is oil.
Dr. Peter Morgane Passes Away
passed away on September 27,
more people will stand up to fight The majority of the country's oil
2010 in Biddeford at Southern
the war.
is located in southern Sudan, but
Dr. Peter Morgane, faculty Maine Medical Center after a
Please see WORLD, page 3.
P lease see YEAR, page 2.
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surveys students feel pressured
to complete is that the goal is
to improve the overall dining
at UNE through the eyes (and
stomachs) of the population.
Currently, the survey that
has been distributed (which is
available via email or directly
on the website) is for students
only. Roy says that Dining
Services wants to know where
the students are coming from
before they eat, what venues
they are frequenting the most
(between the Hang, Windward
Cafe, Alfond Cafe, and Decary
Dining Hall), and what the students would like to see in the
future, both culinarily and geographically. This means that
the surveys are trying to identify the areas that can be approved upon as UNE grows by
facilitating options to the most
populated dining areas on both
campuses.
Other than spending 20
minutes to take said survey, Roy
said the only way students would
be affected is positively and for
their own benefit. Since they
are the central focus of this research, Roy says that he wants
to know how Dining Services
can A) establish geographical
needs in terms of number and
location of venues and B) create convenient and dependable
meal structure and service for

USG

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

tee will be extremely important
in deciding how the government
will proceed on this issue. Again,
the Ad-hoc committee is not going to be in favor of an increase in
policy enforcement if the student
population does not want it.
Also the Senators urge everyone to attend USG meetings,
which are held every Friday at
3:30PM in Alfond 205. Anyone
may speak during the Open Fo-

all students. As Roy goes b ack
and forth between Biddeford
and Portland, he sees the expansion occurring through out
UNE, and he understands that
an important feature to consider
is the growth of the retail venue
available to students. While
Roy can neither confirm nor
deny that changes will be made
to the current dining program/
options, he knows that he and
his team will be prepared if the
time comes for changes to take
shape.
Working alongside Bill
Bola and Cynthia Forrest, Roy
hopes to reach out to a minimum of 500 students through
this survey, which would provide an opinion from 35% of
the population. To add to the
survey-based collection, zip
coding is also being used to
identify and mark the trends
in food habits of students from
different areas. Roy says that a
lot of good information is obtained via these surveys, as he
has seen through the information collected by the biyearly
surveys sent out at the end of
each semester. He also hopes
that the enticing prizes will
also help to draw the students
in if the food does not. All in
all, Sodexo and Dining Services
want to provide the best food
they can for UNE's future students and encourage those who
have not yet taken the survey,
to take that opportunity to help
feed UNE's future hunger.
rum section of the government
and voice their opinion on any
topic.
If you have any questions
about the committee, please do
not hesitate to contact any of the
Senators above. Also, if you were
to have any questions in general
about the Undergraduate Student
Government, feel free to contact the President of USG Gavin
Kuns, or Vice President Abbie
Bennet. If you would like to find
out how you can get involved,
email the Public Relations Senator Megan Bagdon.

Press Release: Appeal of Plum Creek
Decision Offers Best Path Forward
The State of Maine's appeal
of a judge's recent decision striking down a plan for development
and conservation in the Moosehead Lake area will offer the swiftest
resolution for Maine people, The
Nature Conservancy said today.
Today, the Maine Attorney
General's office announced their
appeal of the April 7 decision on
the Plum Creek concept plan, a
move that The Nature Conservancy
supports.
"Of the three options for moving forward from last week's decision - which are for everyone to
walk away, to engage in a continued
review process or to appeal - the
appeal is the quickest, most efficient way for the people of Maine
to move forward on this issue,"
said Tom Rumpf, associate director of The Nature Conservancy in
Maine.
The development project,
which was first proposed eight years
ago, would include two resorts and
hundreds of house lots. However,
through the LURC process, Plum
Creek changed its plan dramatically, reducing the scope of its devel-

opment and adding some 360,000
acres of conservation to the final
plan before it was approved by the
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission.
Justice Thomas Humphrey's
decision was based on procedure
and it is not a rejection of Plum
Creek's plan itself, Rumpf said. The
court threw out all of the petitioners' arguments save one in which
the court said that the final version
of th() plan should have been aired
in a public hearing. The conservation framework itself was not called
into question.
"We still believe that the
overall conservation outcomes of
Plum Creek's final plan represent
a tremendous opportunity for the
people of Maine," Rumpf said.
The Nature Conservancy has been
involved in negotiating the conservation framework since the beginning of the process, and is committed to purchasing the 363,000-acre
Moosehead Region conservation
easement should the plan be allowed to move forward.
While the proposed conservation easement is tied to the concept

plan that was struck down, more
than 44,000 acres of conservation
has already been accomplished as
a result of this process. The Nature Conservancy and the State
of Maine have purchased 15,000
acres, including portions of Number 5 Bog and lands that provide
access to the Moose River Bow
Trip paddling route. And more
than 29,500 acres near the Appalachian Trail's 100-Mile Wilderness
has been protected by the Appalachian Mountain Club.
"The Nature Conservancy
stands by our belief that the final
plan would result in significant conservation gains as well as a balance
of economic, ecological and recreational benefits for the Moosehead
Region," Rumpf said.
For more information: www.
nature.org/ ourinitiatives/ regions/
northamerica/unitedstates/maine/
explore/moosehead-forest-projectlatest-news.xml
Contact: Misty Edgecomb,
The Nature Conservancy, medgecomb@tnc.org, (617) 532-8317

YEAR

Harold A/fond Foundation D onates
Largest Gift In UNE H istory

dence Hall. Today, UNE is proud to
say that this was followed through,
and West Residence Hall has a new
kitchen!

CONTlNUED FRO~J PAGE I

Arthur Goldstein Leaves VNE
Arthur Goldstein had been the
Dean ofUNE's College of Arts and
Sciences for about two and a halfyears
until he left at the beginning ofJune.
He took over the position in January
of 2008 from Alfred Fuchs. Originally educated in geology, Goldstein
served as a faculty member at Colgate and, previous to this, as a director
of the National Science Foundation.
It is understood he received a better
offer from Bridgewater State (which
is in the process of converting to
a University), where he is now the
Founding Dean ofthe new School 9f
Science and Mathematics.
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December 10th, began with
a tremendous proclamation that
would change the foture ofUNE.
Greg Powell, current Chairman of
the Harold Alfond Foundation's
Board of Trustees, announced a
gift of ten million dollars to the
University at a press conference
in the Alfond Center for Health
Sciences.
The majority of this giftseven million dollars-will be
set towards constructing the new
Harold Alfond Athletics Complex to be placed near the new
blue turf field on the Biddeford
Campus.

January 27th, the Board of
Trustees met to discuss whether
to ·raise student tuition rates. It
resulted in the board voting to
raise the cost of tuition by 4%, beginning next year. Currently, the
cost of tuition for a full-time student to attend the University of
New England is $28,300. With a
4% increase, full-time tuition will
be approximately $29,432; an increase of$1,132.

Creation cfWest Kitchen

Jacque Carter "Steps Aside"

As many undergraduate students may know, West Hall is the
only Residence Hall on campus that
did not presently have a kitchen in
the building. Currently, residents have
access to East Hall's kitchen, but have
to walk outside witl1 all their cooking
supplies and into the other building
in order to tt~e it. 1his is also an issue for East H all residents, hecause
their kitchen is being used b~, both
East and W est residents. Tow1rd tl1e
beginning of the Fall 2010 Semester,
it was brought to the Undergraduate
Student Government's attention tl1at
the residents of West Residence H all
desired their very own kitchen.
1he Student Affairs committee
of USG began finding out information on the possibility of installing a
kitchen. Once it was discovered that
it could actually happen, the committee drafted an endorsement for the
creation of a kitchen in West Resi-

VNE Tuition Increase

Dr. Jacque Carter, Provost and
Vice President of Academic Affairs at UNE, steps aside at the end
of the fall semester. C arter says that
about a year ago, he realized he had
little time to do what he was trained
to do: be a Biologist. So, he decided
it was time to do something different, and not long ago, he made an
official announcement to the UNE
Community that he would no longer be Provost after this semester. "I
made the conscious decision to allow
someone else the opportunity to try
administration," Carter said.
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Your Housing Selection Questions Answered
BYTHE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION
AND HOUSING

space; from there we will start moving people around to fit individual
preferences.

Nor'easter Contributor
With the 2011/12 Housing Selection process now complete, a number ofquestions remain for students
who were unable to select into a
residence hall space. Here are some
of the most common questions
we've received and their answers.
As always, if you have additional
questions, please feel free to call the
Office of Residential Education
and Housing at (207)602-2272.
IfI don't have housing what should
I do?
If you were unable to select into
housing, come to the Office of
Residential Education and Housing located on the first floor of East
Hall. You will be asked to complete
a form which will officially place
you on the wait list. On this form
you can indicate where and with
whom you want to live.
Are you sure there will be space for
me?
Yes! We are sure that we'll be able
to accommodate the needs of all
students who find themselves on
the wait list.
Will I get to live with the roommates requested?
The Office of Res. Ed. and Housing wants you to be happy and
works diligently from the close of
Housing Selection throughout the
summer, trying to accommodate
you in the living situation that you
have requested. Our first obligation
is to find everyone on the waitlist a

WORLD

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the oilrigs and pipes are located
in the north. Many also fear that
this split is only the beginning of
many splits that could possibly
occur, which would change the
geography of northeastern Africa, as nine countries currently
border Sudan.
Russia Approves Nuclear Treaty

Russia and the United States
have both agreed to lower their
nuclear arsenals from their current numbers of 1,700 to 2,200,
down to 1,500. This was a key
foreign policy goal of the Obama
administration. "The arms race is
a thing of the past. The disarmament race is taking its place," said
chairman of the international affairs committee in the Russian
senate, Mikhail Margelov. The
Russian Parliament passed the
treaty 350-56, only needing 226
votes to pass. It passed in the
United States senate with arr u1..h
closer vote of 71-26, need111., a
2/3 majorit). Both countries n e
seven year to lower thur n
hers to agree ,\ith the treaty..

How are you going to ensure that
there is space for everyone?
There are many different options
that make bed spaces available to
us. Students are getting accepted
into programs on the Portland
Campus, deciding to take a leave of
absence from UNE, finalizing plans
to study abroad and some are being approved to commute. Each of
these circumstances frees up space
for us to place you into. Lastly, if
there is still a need, we will offer an
optional Junior Release, providing
interested students an exception. to
the University's three year residency requirement. If there is a Junior
Release, the details of that release
will be communicated to the University community and applications
are accepted on a first come, first
serve basis.
Are you still feeling anxious about
the prospect of being on the wait
list? Take a look at the comments
provided by UNE students who
found themselves on the wait list
following previous years' Housing
Selection.
Caitlyn Townsend, Class q/2011
As a sophomore going into Housing Selection, I was confident that
I would be living in East or West.
After waiting in line, I was crushed
to hear that the rooms were filled.
Suddenly I found myself already
upset about my junior year. My
roommates and I were put on the
waiting list. I was upset and fearful
that I would be in the same room
for another year or that I would

BrazilAuctioning the Amazon
Brazil has begun auctioning
off sections of the Amazon Rainforest to private logging companies. They believe that it will improve the current illegal logging
situation and make sure that the
rainforest is being properly sustained. Eventually, ten percent
of the rainforest will be privately
managed by logging companies,
but will remairl owned by Brazil.
Under the deal, the loggers will
only be allowed to cut down four
to six trees per hectare (10000
meters), and will not be allowed
to return to the hectare for thirty
years.

Tunisia Begins J#zve of Political
Protest
In a midst of protests over
unemployment and corruption,
Zine al-A.bidine Ben Ali, the
president of the Afrkan nation of
Tunisia, fled the country on J.m
uar} 14th •\11 had been m power
tor the past 23 year, 1hi event
has led for neighb

l
tot

be separated from my roommates.
Looking back on it now I realize
how stressed out I was over a situation that was out of my control. I
tried so hard to do anything I could.
I found myself in the housing office quite often, asking questions
that they couldn't answer for me.
To be honest. I didn't trust that
everything would "work itself out"
like they told me it would. They
tried to ease my fears; however my
anxiety about the whole situation
grew. Over the summer I received
word that I would be living on the
third floor of East with my roommates. To say that I was relieved
is an understatement. To this day
I cannot tell you why the housing process got me so stressed; all
I know is how important residence
hall living is to college students.
Even though I NEVER in a million years thought it would, every-

thing "worked itself out." If you
find yourself in a similar situation,
just breathe, have trust, hope for the
best, and have patience.

ence. Our other roommates were
real chill and I still hang out with
them today. As for the other guys
we wanted to room with, they were
also placed in Champlain so I was
able to see them all the time and
Michael Sang, Class ef2012
I know that this can be confusing their roommates were also really
and scary, but I was in the same ex- cool. It seemed as if every weekact situation a couple years back. I end we were always in one of two
was slightly upset but honestly, be- -rooms. Make the best of a bad situing on the waitlist was probably a ation and it'll turn out better than
lot better than if I did have a room. you think. Ifyou go in with a negaBack in my day, we weren't guar- tive mindset, you'll ruin your entire
anteed suite-style rooms like all of year. Just relax, have a good time,
you are, because when I was mov- and enjoy yourselves.
ing up to be a sophomore, Featherman and Freddy were also sopho- The Office of Residential Educamore residence halls. But honestly, tion and Housing thanks Caitlyn
I loved where I was placed. I was Townsend and Michael Sang for
given a room on the fourth floor their wil)ingness to share the expeof Champlain Hall 1th one of riences they had as students previthe roommates pb11 1 d on living ously placed on the wait list.
with. The fou,. >f , t n split up,
but it wasn't tL.t h~L o ,n experi-
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Unrest in Libya
Since February, Libya has
been in the midst of what some
are calling a civil war. One side
is in support of the president,
Muammar Gaddafi, while those
opposing the pre ident call themselves the rebels. Unlike other
protests in North Africa, this
one became violent. G.1ddafi sent
the military to attack the rebel~
.md protester5, and thousands of
c.1•1zer 'iave bt:en killed. Due
to the outr· ge exh1h1ted from
rrerou~ cou 1tnes, the United
n, ,ar ctioned a no fl

continued fighting. This lead to
an air strike ?rimarily controllel'
by France and the United King
clG-:n, with help from the United
States.1he no fly zone is now be:ng upheld by NATO (the North
\tlantic freaty Organization).
he United States is now being
tsked to help the rebels by providing them with weapons and
training to fight Gaddafi and his
military. The CIA is currently in
Libya to see what the rebels are
up against, and if it would be
beneficial to the United States to
help them.

Crisis in]apan
On Friday, March 11th, a 9.0
earthquake struck Japan just off
the coast of the Oshika Peninsula,
which is the northeastun section
of Japan. This is the most powerful ,uthquake on record for
J pa 11, rnd the fifth in the world.
Th earthquake was not only
cl
,tating, but it also caused a
mi that had waves up to 97
it,h that hit o nly minutes
'>c quake, some waves travas far as six miles inland.
a 1 warnings were is, ed
,ther countries, includu i!
ce<l State~. The World
•t'llated the damaire to be
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Strong protests have occurred in Egypt. Protesters in
Egypt wanted to oust their president, Hosni Mubarak, for reason.
of unemployment and poverty.
Mubarak has been in power for
30 years. Protesters have found
that social networking sites re
the best means of communication during these protests, and
have accused the Egyptian gov
ernment of blocking the sites.
Mubarak finally gave up power
in February.
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between 122 to 235 billion U.S.
dollars. The Japanese government has reported over 13,400
deaths 16,000 still missing, and
nearly half a million people being
homeless. Many have been forced
to live in their cars or in shelters
because their homes have been
destroyed. Necessities such as
water have been depleted from
the remaining grocery stores.
The biggest cause for concern
right now are the nuclear power
plants located where the earthquake and tsunami hit. Cracks
were found in the infrastructures
of the plants, so they were shut
down for cooling. Pumps that
help in the cooling process were
broken, so nothing was properly
shut down. There have also been
numerous fires at the plants. Radiation levels inside the plants
are 1,000 times above the normal level, while they are 8 times
above normal level right outside
the plants. Trace amounts of radiation have also been found in
water and food in Japan, but the
readings vary drastically 'lnd are
said to not be acn rate Japan's
Nucle,tr and Indust1i1l Safety
Age ' raised the sev rity rating
ot ts 1i.tclear 1..nsi, to 7, matching t' ie 198b Cl-iemobyl disaster
in Ukroi~e.
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A Senior-Year Reflection on UNE

Senior, Tanya Lawrence enjoys life at

UNE.

BYTANYA LAWRENCE
Nor'easter Staff
1,354 days. 3 years, 8 months,
and 16 days. 1,354 days from my
first day of classes as a freshman
at UNE to May 21, 2011- commencement. As I slowly watched
my hometown of Sacramento, CA,
become smaller and smaller as my
plane flew off, I remember feeling
a sense of excitement, tinged with
a hint of nerves. I had made the
tough decision to leave California,

the only home I've ever known,
and go to college in the tiny town
of Biddeford, ME. Before leaving, countless people told me to
enjoy my college years. "Time is
going to fly by," they'd all say. I
had no idea what they were talking about. I had four years! Four
years to enjoy myself, four years to
get into trouble, four years to get
out of trouble, four years to make
friends, and four years to grow up.
Well, the four years have flown by
and before I say my final goodbyes to the school and friends
that have become my life, I have a
few words of advice to leave upon
my fellow classmates:
My first piece of advice:
don't rush life! We will all have
the opportunity to grow up and
often times, it is far too quickly
as it is. I moved off campus my
sophomore year, convinced I was
ready to escape the dorms and
live without the housing rules. I
do not regret much in life, but if!
had the opportunity, I would have
done this differently. Enjoy living in the dorms while you can!
Yes, it may be annoying when
you're woken up by your loud and

obnoxious neighbor singing at
the top of their lungs again, but
there is nothing better than living
close to your friends. The dorms,
despite all the frustrations, bring
a sense of togetherness that you
lose once moving off campus. So
please, take your time, don't rush
the inevitable. Enjoy the terrible
food, the yelling at 2 am, the fire
drill that goes off exactly when
you fall asleep, because believe it
or not, you will miss it.
My second piece of advice:
remember how important friendships are and treasure them! Do
not hold grudges, and please,
never be too quick to judge
people. People can surprise us,
and sometimes, the people you
thought least likely to support
you are the ones who will rally
at your side and help keep you
strong, when you may be ready to
give up. Throughout my years at
UNE, I have experienced some of
life's greatest lessons. I learned
friendship, disappointment, love,
loss and much more. These lessons were not always easy and
they challenged me to my very
core. Despite these, my friend-

Author, Journalist Mark Hertsgaard
VisitsUNE
BY RYAN KINGSTON
Nor'easter Staff
On Wednesday, April 13th,
Earth's ECO sponsored a visit by
Mark Hertsgaard, an independent
author and journalist. Hertsgaard
is the author of six books that
have been translated into sixteen
languages, including On Bended
Knee: The Press and the Reagan
Presidency in 1988. In the 1990s,
Mark embarked on a seven-year
global tour to investigate the issue
of environmental degradation. The
journey sp:mned four continents,
19 countries and hundreds of interviews.11.c published result was
a wide-ran;..;i 1g book called Earth
Odyssey: A ·t und tht.: World in
Search of (. r Environmental
Future, which was reviewed in the
New York Times Book Review
and Time magazine. Hertsgaard
has also covered climate change
for a number of media outlets,
including Vanity Fair, The Nation, Time, The New Yorker, and
NPR. His talk at UNE, however,
focused on the issue of climate
change and how "Generation
Hot" will have to cope with the
effects of global warming. This is
the topic of his newest book, Hot:
Living Through the Next 50 Years
on Earth.
Mark's visit to UNE bel!an

with an informal discussion with
students of Professor Michelle
Steen-Adams' Population and
the Environment class. Mark's
experiences outlined in Earth
Odyssey highlights many of the
environmental issues around the
globe, most of which stem from
human population growth rates.
After this informal question and
answer session, Mark spoke to a
full St. Francis Room, filled with
students, faculty, and staff from
a variety of departments. During his talk, Mark touch~d on a
variety of areas related to climate
change, from the lack of government action since global warming
was first reported to congress by
Dr. James Hansen of NASA in
1988, to the impacts of climate
change that mankind must live
with over the next fifty years.
Despite it being a sobering
topic, Mark stated that only a
small part about his book is about
the problems, while a majority
is about the solutions and what
we can do to cope with climate
change. His goal in writing this
book was to prepare our generation, which includes his 6-year
old daughter, for the future.
I had the opportunity to talk
with Mark before and after his
speech. He was very interested
in what UNE was doinl! to be

sustainable, but he believed more
could be done. "When talking
with administrators or heads of
companies, "Hertsgaard explained,
"you need to tell them that they
are 'leaving money on the table'
when they do not build with the
environment or climate change in
mind." Essentially, by not paying
slightly more money up front for
sustainable projects, companies
will have to pay more money to
adapt to the effects of climate
change in the future. As an Environmental Science student, I was
inspired by what Mark had to say.
Despite everything he has learned
about the definite effects of Climate Change, Mark still believes
that our generation can adapt and
cope with our changing world,
which was reassuring to myself
and other environmental students
in attendance.
This was Mark's second visit
to UNE. The first took place in
2005, when Earth Odyssey was
first published. Hot was released
in January, and is available in
most book stores. Mark's talk will
also be available on iTtunesU at
www.une.edu/itunes for those
who missed it. This talk was part
of Earth's ECO's and the Sustainability Office's Earth Month with
support from the Department of
Environmental Studies.

ships never wavered, and in most
cases, they grew and had it not
been for my amazing friends, I
never would have made it through
the struggles, let alone come out
of them stronger than ever. Value
these friendships. Smile and be
kind. Make new friends. College
may end but the memories and
friendships do not.
I have come a long way in
my 1,354 days of college. I am
no longer the naive girl who gets
laughed at as she shows her friends
her "winter" coat, which is merely
a cotton sweater. I have experienced snow days, school dances
and sports games, friendships and
much more. Take opportunities.
Do not assume they will always
be around! Go to all the events
on campus. Never miss out! Life
truly does go quicker than you

think and the opportunities will
not all be there. Take the chance,
and never let fear stop you.
Freshmen, you're already
done with your first year of college! Sophomores, you're already
considered upper classmen! Juniors, in one year from now, you
will be sitting .in my spot, wondering where the years went by
and counting down the days until
you're a college graduate.
My final days at UNE may be
coming to an end, but the memories and friendships will continue
on, long past commencement.
UNE gave me so much more
than just an education. I came
to Maine as a California girl at
heart. I leave as an east coast girl,
forever remembering the lessons
learned and countless memories
created. May 21, 2011 - 37 days.

Relay for Life!
BYJESSICA HAMEL
Nor'easter Staff
UNE's 5th annual Relay for
Life started Friday, April 15th
in the Campus Center gym. The
event went from 6pm on the
15th until 6am on the 16th. Participants camped out on the gym
floor and walked around the track
upstairs throughout the whole
event. 39 teams and just over 200
people participated and raised
over $33,000, exceeding the goal
of $30,000. Registration began at
5pm and the opening ceremonies
started at 6pm.
The Relay for Life co-chairs
spear-heading this event were juniors, Jackie Foskitt and Jessica
Hamel. With them, there was
a planning committee that met
every other week since September putting this event together!
The committee was divided into
smaller groups that focused on individual parts of the whole night.
There was a committee for entertainment, team development,
survivorship, registration, Relay
spirit, luminary and sponsorship.
These committees worked really
hard all year and planned a fabulous,fun-filled event!Theyworked
for countless hours to ensure that
every single hour of the night was
fun and kept participants energized and remembering why they
were making a stand!
There were so many things
to look forward to at the actual
event! This year the theme was,
"We are Not Playing Games with
Cancer!" Every hour had a theme
and participants were asked to
dress the part as they walked the
track. Participants were asked
to have at least one person from
each team walkin1r at all times!

Traditional laps include: survivor
and luminaria laps. These laps are
dedicated to honoring individuals fighting cancer, cancer survivors, and loved one's lost to this
disease. Other laps were designed
to keep up the energy and keep
everyone going throughout the
night. These laps included exciting games and times to dress-up!
A few of the game laps this year
were: poker, scrabble, and minuteto-win-it. Dress-up laps included
team-themes, board game characters, and purple, purple everywhere! SHAC also held their annual Health Awareness lap.
For those of you who don't
know, Relay for Life is a nonprofit subdivision of the American Cancer Society. UNE has
been involved with this amazing
fundraiser for four years now, and
planned this year to be better
than ever! The event is designed
to raise money for cancer research
specifically in New England, and
funds are dedicated to individuals currently fighting this tough
battle. Cancer continues to negatively affect our nation; therefore,
the American Cancer Society is
going to continue to assist in the
daily war until there is a cure!
UNE's Relay for Life is joining
this armed force in hopes of eradicating this horrid disease.
Relay for Life Club, consisting of all of these talented event
planners, became the winner of
the Organization of the Year
Award at the ULead Awards
Ceremony held on the night of
Saturday, April 16th, right after
the end of their amazing walk to
fight cancer.
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Meet Your 2011- 2012 Editors!

Constance Glynn, Managing Editor
Danielle Cropley, Editor-in-Chief
Danielle Cropley is a soonto-be third year Occupational
Therapy student here at UNE.
She is preparing for her fourth
semester on the Nor'Easter
News scaft: and her second
year as an editor. Due to her
love of writing, Danielle not
only enjoys writing opinions
and exposing the news, but she
also declared an English minor
as of last spring. Danielle was
born-and-raised in Northern
Maine (Mars Hill, to be exact)
and even though she loves "the
county," UNE is where she belongs. Along with her participation with Nor'Easter News,
she is also an active member
of the UNE Players, as both
an actress and production staff
member, a Class of 2013 officer,
and a member of the Activities
Programming Board. Outside
ofUNE activities, Danielle enjoys being with her friends and
family, likes the outdoors and
traveling, and loves to make
people laugh, even if it is at her
expense. All in all, Danielle is
extremely excited to oversee
the
or'Easter News as the
Editor-in-Chief
2011-2012
and hopes to continue the
growth of such a unique staff
of writers and photographers!

Constance, from Wellington,
l\Iaine, is a third year student
with a double major in English
and History. In addition to being the Managing Editor of the
paper, she is the editor of Zephyr, co-president of the English
Club, and an RA. Constance has
been on the paper since her first
year. In the future, Constance
would like to either be a travel
writer or go into publishing.

Aaron Fullerton, r#b Designer
Aaron is finishing up his
sophomore year as a Neuroscience major and this will
be his third year on the paper. He currently serves as the
Web Designer/Editor and is
responsible for noreasternews.
com. When he's not doing
schoolwork or working, Aaron
enjoys snowboarding, playing
volleyball, swimming, running,
and computer programming.

Deidre Dicker,A & E Editor
Deidre Dicker is a sophomore at
the University of New England.
She double majors in English Katelyn Kaulback, University Liaison
and Communications.
Her
Katelyn is very excited to conhometown is Westfield, l\1E,
tinue
in her second year with
where she works as a waitress
the Nor'easter news, holding
in the summertime. She likes
the position of University Lito ski, snowboard, play tennis,
aison.
She is currently a junior
hang out with her family and
(so
close
to being a senior!)
her friends, and of course, write.
Psychology
m,tjor with a SociShe hopes to be a journalist afology minor. In addition to the
ter graduating from UNE.
newspaper, she serves on the
executive board of the Psychology Club and Psi Chi honor
society of Psychology. Katelyn
also spends time working in the
Developmental Psychology lab.
She is looking forward to a great
year with the new newspaper
staff when we return in the fall!

Deanna Baumert, Sports Editor
Deanna is a first-year from
Massachusetts majoring in Applied Exercise Science. In addition to writing for the paper,
she runs on the cross country
team and is co-treasurer for
the Franciscan Faithful campus
ministry. Being on the paper
this year has been a great experience and she looks forward
to being a part of the editorial
board next year as sports editor!

Steve Scrivener, Features Editor

Perri Fine, Photography Editor
Perri is from New York and is
currently finishing up h~r junior year studying marine biology. Next year will be her
second (and last) year as the
Photography editor, but he has
been an active photographer for
four years with the 1 or'easter
ews. Perri has enjoyed seeing
the behind the scenes of putting
together the newspaper and is
happy to be the editor again
next year to work with new
and continuing photographers!

Alex Rubin, Layout Editor
Alex is from Colorado and is
finishing her sophomore year
as a l\Iarine Biology major. She
worked on her high school's paper
newspaper and ext year she will be
her third year on the Nor'easter
; ews, and her second year as layout editor,. However, she is looking for a couple more people to
help her out next year!

Kylie Galliani, Business Director
Kylie Galliani will be continuing on in her position of Executive Business Director for
the Nor'easter News next year.
It will be her fourth and final
year here at UNE, her second
year with the newspaper, and
she will be graduating with a
double major in Marine Biology and Animal Behavior.

Steve is a sophomore Business
major vvith a minor in economics, and has been involved with
the Nor'easter News for the
past two years. He enjoys being
able to express his thoughts and
sometimes "questionable" opinions, and be.lieves the newspaper provides a fantastic opportunity to share them with the
UNE community. Coming into
college, Steve had little interest
in writing, but now considers
it to be a hobby of his, which
is just one example how college not only opens doors, but
helps enlighten students to opportunies they never thought
they were capable of pursing.

OPEN POSITIONS:
NEWS EDITOR
OPINIONS EDITOR
AD.MANAGER
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According to Scrivs

BY STEVE SCRIVENER
Nor'easter Staff
As I sit here trying to multitask between my analytical paper
on Utopia for Professor Mathew
Anderson and brainstorming for
my last column of this year, I cannot help but wonder where the
last eight months have gone.

Although time is irreversible and the past is permanent,
it's hard to ignore the things that
we've gone through, the progress
we hope we have made and the
real world that is much closer than
most of us would prefer. There is a
lot of truth to the saying that your
freshman year in college is by far
the most enjoyable, while sophomore year most certainly carries
a much more rigorous workload.
Many of us are beginning to realize that we will soon be on our
own and will shortly be deciding
what career paths we would like
to follow, questions as to whether
to continue on to graduate school
or head straight to the real world.
With that in mind, it is vitally important to enjoy the limited time we have left to be college kids and just hang out with

our friends. This year I had an eye
opening experience that made
me re-evaluate what priorities
are most important in life when
sports were no longer a major part
of my life. Ever since the age of
9 I had been a hockey player and
had hopes of playing as long as
possible. Sports are a great way to
travel the world, build lifelong relationships and learn valuable life
lessons that can help guide a person long past their playing days.
Since I was a young child I
had always dreamt of being a collegiate athlete, and when I enrolled at UNE un-recruited, I had
no expectations of landing a spot
on the newly formed hockey team.
All I could do was work hard and
hope for the best. I was fortunate
enough to land the last spot on the
team as a walk-on freshman and

College Aspiration Tours
BY ALYSSA FASTNACHT
Nor'easter Staff
For the past few years the
University of New England has
been collaborating with the Middle School of the Kennebunks to
offer eighth grade students the
opportunity to take part in College Aspiration Tours. These tours
are meant to encourage students
to consider college more seriously
as a feasible option when they
graduate high school. With the
help of Marie Hubbard, Coordinator for the College Community
Mentoring Program, the program
has been a great success so far.
When the eighth graders
arrive on campus, they first take
a campus tour with a tour guide
from the Admissions Department
on which they see the Campus
Center and gym, Marine Science
Center, outside of the Residence
Halls, Library and Decary where
they end at the cafeteria for lunch.
Students on the tour usually ask
some questions about what it is
like to live on campus and what
types of majors and programs are
offered at the institution. There
was a short question and answer

D ear Diva's
Advice
BY ANONYMOUS
Nor'easter Contributor
Dear Diva,
I'm working on a group project and
one of my group mates isn't pulling
his/her weight. I can't do the whole
thing by myself, I have other classes
too. VVhat should I do?
-Too tressed
Dear Too StressedHoney, drop that dead weight
quicker than you know what .. .lol. I
myself could not work with some-

period with the tour guides in
one of the classrooms in Decary
at the end of the tour where both
students and teachers were able
to ask the guides about their own
experiences so far at UNE.
During lunch, there is a short
presentation given by Dr. Sam
McReynolds of the Sociology
Department. Dr. McReynolds
gives an overview of why college
is so important, and what to think
about while preparing for it. After
he is finished, the UNE Community Mentors give another
short presentation and finish with
a Qyestion & Answer period.
Again, students are encouraged
to ask any questions they might
have about the college experience- anything from "How do I
pay for school?" to "What do you
do on the weekends?"
In the past, the trip has been
funded by the Communities for
Children and Youth grant that
was awarded to seven different
sites in Maine. The grant included a research component to see
how effective each site was, arts
and crafts supplies, as well as staff
payments, etc. The grant, however,
ends this May and for now, UNE

has enough funds to continue
providing this wonderful opportunity to the students of southern Maine. The Citizenship and
Service Learning Department
has also been contributing funds
to cover transportation, food and
other expenses for the Middle
School of the Kennebunks.
Marie Hubbard has been in
contact with Diane Binger, coordinator at the Middle School of
the Kennebunks, and has been
very pleased with how the Aspiration Tours have been going. In
a note to Hubbard, Binger expresses how pleased she has been
with the level of preparedness and
wealth of information that UNE
has provided to the eighth graders.
Furthermore, she states,
"Each year this trip changes the
mindset of many students who
haven't ever considered college
as a possibility for their futures.
Upon returning from UNE, they
share their new vision; college is
within their reach. The value of
this trip is beyond what we ever
expected when we first began this
partnership three years ago."

one like that, only enough room for
one diva around here. But in all sincerity it is best in group situations
to try to split the work between the
group members. Set clear expectations of who is responsible for what
from the beginning if you can. Is
this class one that you will have
an opportunity at the end to share
with the professor who actually did
what? I always liked those the best
because then I could say what really
went down. I also find that talking
with the professor about the concern is good if it is getting you that
frustrated. As a diva, I hate people
that draw the spotlight away from
me but I am the kind of person that
says give credit where credit is due
so in these situations you will find
me brutallv honest.

Dear Diva,
My best friend just started dating
the guy I've had a huge crush on
for the past year. I told her how
much I liked him, but she doesn't
seem to care .about how much it
bothers me. What should I do? I
don't want to cause drama when
there are only a few more weeks
left, but I can't believe she did
that!
- Crushed
Dear CrushedSweetheart when I 1111d someone
that I like, they know... I wear
my favorite perfume, send myself
cards and candy and run around
in skimpy outfits to draw attention to myself but I know that this
does not work for evervone. Your

took nothing for granted, which
benefited me in the long run because it was not long until I realized how quickly it can go away.
Although I felt a part of the team
and had hoped to be on the squad
for four years, things did not turn
out how I had hoped. Although
the game I love so much that had
opened up many opportunities
had been taken out of my life, the
new transition opened my eyes
and made me quickly realize that
there is more to life than just being an athlete.
Instead of dwelling on it, I
quickly realized the importance
of school and how it is academics, not sports, that are going to
help me in my life and my future.
There are hundreds of thousands
of scholar athletes around the
country who are blessed to call

themselves such, but many, including myselfjust several months
ago, may not realize that when it
all ends, there are important decisions to make pertaining to career
paths and such.
This is only a personal experience; however, everyone has obstacles in life that they must face.
And although some people may
complain about the size of our
school and the limitations they
feel that restrict them, hopefully
they can realize how lucky we are
to have the opportunity to pursue
college degrees, make long lasting
friendships and build connections
that will prepare and help guide
us through the many challenges
that will be presented after we are
handed our diplomas and directed
out into the real world.

Student Health Corner:
Sounds Simple ...
Maintaining Your Health
BY CHERRY BAKER, MSN,
FNP-C
Nor'easter Contributor
We all can have the "blues",
feel anxious, or get stressed ...but
when these feelings continue for a
long period of time and/or interfere with daily activities, it can be
more serious. Stress is our body's
response to any demand or pressure. These demands are called
stressors. When stressors become
constant, they can take a toll of
your body: both mentally as well
as physically.
Anxiety is a normal response
to stress. Anxiety helps you study
harder, deal with tense situations,
and keep you focused at times for
your presentations and exams.
But when the situation causing
the anxiety is over, you should be
able to shake off your worries or
concerns. If this becomes hard to
do, you might have an anxiety disorder.
Depression is very different
than the occasional "blues". Millions of Americans experience
depression, and it can affect how
they sleep, eat, feel about themselves, and live their lives. Depression can be genetic, and has
physical and emotional symptoms. It can not be wished away,
but it can be treated.
\:\That can you do to help
friend is lucky that she is not my
friend because there would probably have also been an all out diva
fight when she crossed that coveted line. In all honesty I would
talk to the friend about how much
that bothered you. Sometimes
you cannot forsee that something
like this is going to happen and
the only way to know if it was

your mental health?
Develop a support network
of family & friends. While
on campus, join in on activities that provides good social
networking.
Talk with your professors, family, or a counselor
is you are having concerns
over study habits, ability to
take tests, or managiug your
course work.
Stay active
Visit the health center and
discuss your concerns with
one of the health professionals there.

If you or someone you know
is considering suicide, get
help from a counselor or
health care provider. There is
also a toll free suicide hotline:
1-800-273-TALK (8255).
Anxiety and depression can
be managed, seek help from the
professional team that is here for
you.
Cherry Baker MSN, FNP-C
Clinical Operations Coordinator
UNE Student Health Center
Biddeford Campus
207-602-2358
cbaker2@une.edu
something malicious is to talk it
out. The diva, as a rule, does not
let anyone push her around but
she has in her wisdom learned the
power of talking things out, especially when feelings are involved.
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Professors Say the Darndest Things
BYlAURA CARTER
Nor'easter Staff
It's that time again-the end
of the semester. For the very last
installment of 'Professors Say the
Damdest Things' I figured that a
collection of the best quotes from
the entire year would be an excellent idea. This year has been a long
one, it has been challenging and
trying at times-but ultimatelyit was worth all the ridiculous
notes and endless lectures we went
through just to hear an utterance
of something remotely unrelated
to class. Here are the best of the
best quotes from this semester
and last-because my professors say the damdest things ...
"Everything in life can be explained through the scope of
Star Wars."

"How are we doing this morning? Caught any ones' diseases
yet?"

"European Invasion Day!!
Let's celebrate the killing of
indigenous people!"

"You weren't thinking about
Pokemon were you?"

"Well, I'll tell you-because it's
totally inappropriate."

"Can't you think of anything
more interesting than going to
Wal*Mart?"

'We all got beliefs. Beliefs
about beliefs, beliefs about yo
mama."

"If you spill your chew on

"That image disturbs me on
many levels, so ... thanks for

somebody, I am withdrawing
you from this class."

"Education your way-it's like
Burger King."

"Women don't really seem to
do the trash talking thingunless its mud wrestlingwhich there is nothing wrong
with."

"You don't procreate with
people you hate, that's just not
cosmically harmonious."
"When you mix feces and-Jesus it never works out."

"You can't eat in here when
we're not on break-this isn't
Wendy's."

"Only sadists become teachers."

"We do other freaky stuff with
dead bodies ... "

"Sheep and Catacombs!
Wouldn't
that be great?!"

"Our speaker of the
house is this odd tan guy
who likes to cry."

"We've been seeing each other for
a while now, how
about a blood and
urine sample?"

"You can call me
whatever you want towell ... not whatever you
want to ... but anyways."

"Who's that old guy? Oh shitit's me!"
"It smells good, it looks good,
but it might not necessarily
taste good. We call that- the
Sodexo complex."

"I want to be provocative, but
not crazy."

sharing."

Professors Say the Darndest Things!
s stu ents we spen ours upon ours in e c assroom, ·stening to our pro essors ecture on a out w a
e need to know. At any point during these hours have you thought to yourself that you just couldn't believe wha
ame out of your professor's mouth? Often times do you find yourself wondering how exactly what they said wa
elevant to the lecture? If you said yes to at least one of these questions .. .It is likely that your professors say th
arndest things and you should write down these random and obscure things and send them into: lcarter4@une.
du. By doing so, your anonymous professor quote could appear in the next Prefessors Say the Darndest Things i
the upcoming issue ofNor'easter News. Don't pass up the chance to share something funny that your professo
said; these things are priceless.

Ol,tote of the Issue:
"We all do share in common
the ability to sense the world."
I have had nine different professors over the course of this year.
Each one of them brought their
own sense of humor to the table,
and their own kind of teaching
style as well. It seems surreal that
this year is already coming to a
close, and that we will be beginning a new one in no time at all. I
hope that all of you have learned a
lot from all of your professors this
year, that you have all taken something great away from the classes
that you have taken. Best of luck
on your future endeavors-and
don't drown yourself in the river
or anything during finals weekdespite how tempting that may be.
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UNE Softball Keeps the W ins Coming

UNE's softball team in a huddle.

BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff
With a 22-8 record and a 19

game winning streak under their
belt, the softball team has definitely shown that it is a force to
be reckoned with.

The team's
against Western
College brought
15-5 by the end

double header
New England
their record to
of March. The

team scored their first two runs in
the bottom half of the second inning thanks to RBIs from junior
Marie Mantelli and classmate
Erin Lyons and runs by sophomore Erin Grover and Mantelli.
WNEC tied up the game in the
top of the third but UNE came
back with one more run from
sophomore Beth Smith in the
fourth inning. The second game
ended in a 7-4 win for UNE in
which first year Allison Frazier
and sophomore Casey Brigham
scored two runs a piece. ·
UNE continued its streak on
April 7th against Salve Regina,
who they defeated 6-5 in the first
game and 11-6 in the second.
In the opener, four of the team's
points came in during the second
inning with RBIs from Brigham
and Lyons. Brigham and juniors
Maegen Johnson and Ashley
Gott had three runs each in game
two to contribute to the win.
Thi:; Nor'easters shut out
their next opponent, New England College, in an away game on
April 9th. Senior Amber Zablowsky struck out three in the opener
and teammate Lyons went on to
strike out six in game two. Gott,
Grover, and Mantelli each scored

in both games with Gott having a
total of three runs for the day.
The team had their 19th
consecutive win with yet another
double header sweep the next day
against Wentworth. A standout
performance was made by Mantelli who had five RBIs, four runs
and four hits for the day, including two homers. Johnson, Frazier
and first year Amanda Vaudreuil
scored two runs a piece in the
opener. Mantelli had three in the
second game and was joined by
Johnson, Smith, and Grover in
the game winning effort.
The streak was finally put
to an end during the opener of
UNE's double header against
Anna Maria on April 12th. Their
lone run in the first game came
from a run by Mantelli thanks to
a double from Lyons. The second
game was a different story with
Zablowsky turning up the heat by
striking out six from the pitcher's
mound and also scoring three
points.
Though the team seems to
have hit a snag in an otherwise
outstanding season, their performance so far gives hope that they
will bounce back soon and continue to impress.

Four Years ofUNE Sports
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
"Go Big Blue, Go Big Blue,
Go Big Blue ..... power check!!!"
This may be familiar to some but
not to most. This is the first thing
I heard when I attended my very
first event at UNE. As I aimlessly
strolled through a packed gym at
a UNE accepted student's day, I
couldn't help but think, "That's
what we're offering as a sporting
event's battle cry?!" It's not quite
"Rock chalk, Jayhawk, KU" from
Kansas but it's how I was introduced to UNE athletics.
As a mere freshman coming
from a high school where I was a
proud superfan, frequently being
caught with an "O" painted on my
chest to do my part as a member
of the "GO LAKERS!" line I really didn't want to hear that chant
for four years, fortunately I didn't.
What I did see and hear over the
next four years were some ups
and downs, and some events that
were in between. Freshman year I
roll up to UNE as an 18-year-old
freshman who could barely grow
a spotty beard. As I get here I
think to myself, "Jees, no football,
that could be weird." But, there
was golf, cross country, soccer,
volleyball and field hockey then as
there is now. I thought to myself,
"Check it out. it's called football

elsewhere, it might be good." So
I did.
The men's team played hard
but didn't have a great season as
they finished 3-9-5. Women's
soccer on the other hand had a
slightly better season, finishing at
5-11-1, before losing to Endicott
in the TCCC playoffs 4-0. However, women's volleyball would
finish the year with an 11-13 record, but they would be setting
the table for later success. Three
of the freshman from that team
would blossom to become captains in their senior seasons. Field
hockey posted a 5-11 record but
again they would benefit from a
strong freshman class that would
lead to later success. Men's cross
country also had a few highlights
including taking 2nd at the UNE
invitational and 3rd at the conference championship. Golf tied for
third at the University of Southern Maine Cup, and they were the
sole owners of third in the UNE
invitational.
Next came the winter season
which meant basketball, women's
swimming, and the beginning of
UNE men's ice hockey. Men's
basketball had a solid season going 15- 12 on their way to the
third round of the ECAC tournament before losing to Newbury College. This was also the
beirinnin!! to the stellar careers of

two of UNE"s best men's basketball players, I got to see, in J akyri
Simpson, and Johnnie Jefferson.
Simpson was the guard and the
catalyst of the offense while Jefferson was a sharpshooting offensive threat.
The women's team had themselves a 13-13 season. Women's
basketball would welcome an incoming freshman class that would
include futures stars such as Carrie Bunnell, who would go onto
become a member ofUNE's 1,000
point club, Chelsey Meszaros,
April Mroz, and Lyndie Libby
would also go onto enjoy four
year careers as members ofUNE's
varsity teams.
Men's ice hockey also got its
start as a club team with varsity
aspirations. They went 3-11-2,
but hey they had to start somewhere. They would also welcome
a key contributor for years to
come in goalie Mike Roper.
Women's swimming enjoyed
an outstanding 11-3 season. They
would welcome future captain
Kristin Green, with that year's
freshman class, and she would go
on to enjoy a nice ca;ter at UNE.
Finally, it was spring time in
New England and that brought
to see my first lacrosse games of
my entire life, along with more
softball action. Lacrosse was a
fast oaced and wild exoerience to

watch and at times it seemed to 20- 8 while earning a bid in the
move fast as well for the '08 men's ECAC tournament.
team as they posted a record of
2009 was the year of field
4-12. The team had a large fresh- hockey at UNE. The team went
man class that has established it- 16-3 and wound up winning the
self for years to come.
ECAC tournament right here at
The women's team posted a UNE. They did it in front of the
7-11 record but it like most other
faithful Nor'Easter Nasties as we
teams welcomed in a strong freshall stood underneath the stars and
man class that included Danielle
watched them edge Plymouth
Cate who is currently in second
State 3-2 in overtime.
place on UNE's all time scoring
2009-2010 was a time where
list.
In '08 women's softball was women's hoop would dominate
strong going 24-14, while going the sports section. As an aspiring
deep into conference champion- journalist for our very own paper
ship. From that incoming class I had the pleasure of covering
was Amber Zablowsky who is them as they went 23-6 and hung
now one of the team's best pitch- a TCCC championship of their
ers and one their captains.
own. They would follow it up this
After freshman year, I did year with an ECAC title.
less of a survey course and beOver four years at UNE
gan to focus on some of the more I've seen a lot with the sports
memorable games and individual programs. Not only have I seen
team performances from each championships, and fellow seniors
season.
success' but the programs and faIn 2008, the men's and womcilities have expanded as well. I've
en's basketball teams were very
seen hockey go from club to varsuccessful and stood out to me.
sity, and I've also seen rugby touch
The men's team posted a stellar 24-5 record and in front of a base here, but above all I've now
packed house in the campus cen- seen how bright and different
ter, they won the TCCC. Being blue turf can be. I haven't covered
in the crowd that day made me all the successes or all the failures
feel like I was at any of the big but these are just a few moments
time division 1 schools. The place that stand out to me. As it has
was electric. The women's team been said before in sports "It was
also oosted an excellent record of a !!ood run."
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Reverse
Triathlon
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Men's Lacrosse is on a Role
BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff

BY ALYSSA FASTNACHT

Coming off of a win against
Regis on March 29th, UNE came
through with another victory
against Wheaton College in a
home match two days later. UNE
scored the first and last goals of
the first period, with senior Michael Woods putting in the final
goal with one second left on the
clock. Up by one, going into the
second period, the Nor'easters put
six more goals in the net, with two
by sophomore Tyler Thomas who
also had two assists during the
period to teammates Billy Davis
and Dan O'Gorman. Wheaton
put in four consecutive goals in
the first five minutes of the next
period, leading to a tie at 9-9
that was broken by yet another
goal from Tyler Thomas with 20
seconds left in the period. Three
more goals for UNE in the final
period was enough to give them
the 13-10 win against Wheaton.
The next match against
Nichols College on April 2nd
gave the team their first TCCC
win of the season. In the first
half, Thomas scored the first of
UNE's seven goals while goalie
Nate Porter helped to keep Nichol's from scoring at all, over the
course of the thirty minutes. Also
contributing the first-half success
were sophomore Ben Herman
with his first point of the season,
senior Steve Smith, O'Gorman,
and junior Dylan Thomas with
the last goal before the half ended. Nichols fought back during
the next 30 minutes but UNE

Nor'easter Staff
The Nor'easter News would
like to recognize and congratulate the 30 UNE Student, Faculty
and Staff participants in the Reverse Sprint Triathlon. Over 100
people participated from all over
New England including Maine,
Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Vermont and Massachusetts.
Samantha Reid
Acacia McPhee
Jessica Perkins
Kristen Green
Christine Davis
Melissa Piper
Brianna Bisesti
Valerie Henault
Melanee Newman
Joshua Grenier
Brandon Mulligan
Robert Cochrane
William Olsen
William Brown
Joseph Rizzo
Mike Doucet
AmyQyinn
Janel Redman
Nicole O'Brien
Monique Spina
Casey Boucher
Megan Rochelo
Julie Mueller
Andrew Ray
Scott Marchildon
Noah Perlut
Chris Frothingham
Peter Herrick
Michael Beaudoin
Jeff Crocker

CHELSEY MESZAROS, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Men's Lacrosse putting in the effort.

maintained the lead to the end.
Tyler Thomas was the standout player of the week for UNE
and earned some recognition
from the Commonwealth Coast
Conference as Co-player of the
Week for his performances against
Regis, Wheaton, and Nichols.
A loss to Endicott College
four days later brought the three
game winning streak to a halt. Both
teams scored two goals in the first
half, with senior Luke Difiore
and Thomas each putting one in
the net for UNE. The Nor'easters
couldn't keep up through the
remainder of the game though

and fell 20-6. Porter put forth a
great effort in goalkeeping, making 15 saves and six ground balls.
UNE recovered from their
loss with a 10-2 win against
Anna Maria College in their
next game. Difiore lead in scoring with three goals and both he
and Dylan Thomas lead in assists
with two each. Also scoring for
UNE were Tyler Thomas, seniors
Nick Wilson, Davis, and Woods.
Porter made a total of eight saves
over the course of the game and
sophomore goalie Jay Letendre helped to keep Anna Maria
from scoring in the final period.

Yet another win by the
Nor'easters brought the team's
record up to 7-7 and 3-4 in conference play. Curry tied the game
up 3-3 by the end of the first
period but UNE broke out with
five goals in the next 15 minutes
to give them a three point lead
by the end of the half. The teams
came close to another tie with
4:32 left in the third period but
Smith scored unassisted with 5
seconds left before the next period. UNE made the only three
goals in the final period to end
the game with a 13-8 victory.

Women's Lacrosse 4-9

CHELSEY MESZAROS, NO R'EASTER NEWS

The W omen's Lacrosse team represents UNE.

BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff
A second conference win and
third win for the seaso n came for
the women's lacrosse team against
Nichols College on April 2nd.
The team came out strong, with
senior Danielle Cate, scoring the
first of her team's twelve first-half
goals. Sophomore Cara Cole
made the assist for her first point
and then went on to make her
season high of four goals during

the half. Nichols only found the
net on three of their eight shots
made in the half, giving UNE
a considerable advantage. The
team's scoring slowed down in the
second half but Nichols was still
unable to make a comeback, putting the final score at 17- 7.
The team did not fare as well
during their game against nationally ranked #12 Bowdoin College
the next day.
UNE had the first goal within the first two minutes thanks to

junior Jenna Barton but the half
ended with only one more goal
for UNE from first-year H annah
Tavella to Bowdoin's 11 points.
The next half put the opposing
team ahead even more and ended
with a final score of20-3 . D espite
the disappointing loss, first-year
goalie Samantha St. Pierre had a
season high of 13 saves.
UNE lost their next home
match against Endicott College, on April 6th where they fell
20-6.

The team came within one
goal of Endicott only once, with
15:56 in the first period after a
goal from Tavella with an assist by Cole. Tavella led in the
Nor'Easters in scoring, putting in ·
three of the team's six goals over
the course of the match. Also
scoring for UNE were Cole, Cate,
and first-year Sadie M acL ean
with one point each.
The Nor'easters came up with
their fourth win of the season on
April 9th with a 17-4 victory over
Anna Maria College.
After the first goal was scored
by Anna M aria, UNE scored 14
consecutive goNs throughout the
rest of the half. Until Anna Maria scored the fi nal goal of the half
with 11 seconds left. L eading the
effort were Cate and classmate
Angel J armusz who scored three
points apiece. C ate also had a
game high three assists in the first
half. During the second period,
UNE made three shots out of
four attempts to put the score at
17-4 by the end of the match.
A few days later, Curry College came up from a two point
deficit in the first half to gain the
win over UNE by the end of the

second half.
Curry scored the first four
goals of the game in the first
seven minutes of play and then
junior Jessy Dvorak put one in
for UNE at 22:34 left in the period. The next three goals were
made by Cate followed by a successful shot from MacLean to tie
the score at 5-5. Curry made one
more goal before the end of the
period while the Nor'easter's Nicolle Steel, MacLean, and Dvorak
went on to score one point each,
putting UNE in the lead 8-6. After a comeback from Curry early
in the second half, UNE was unable to regain the lead again and
ended the match with 15 points
to Curry's 18.
Cate's three goals in the first
half moved her up to number two
for all time goals scored in the
UNE women's lacrosse record
book. Her 31 season goals made
by the end of the match against
Curry put her at an impressive
116 career goals.
With only four more matches left in their regular season, the
team is sure to keep putting forth
their best efforts.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Book Review: Undress Me in the Temple of
Heaven by SusanJane Gilman

Reduce, Reuse, Rockout!
BY DANIELLE CROPLEY

announced campus wide. The
opener is set to be Vonnegut, the
middle act is Jeremy Green, and
The Spring Concert is an an- the headliner of the concert is
nual UNE event put on by the Sam Adams! W hile the commitActivities Programming Board tee is buzzing about the perform(APB). Known by the theme ers' anticipated performances,
of Reduce, Reuse, Rockout!, the other activities will be present
Spring Concert will be held on throughout the day. In addition
Saturday, April 30th, from 2 to to music, W alley says there will
6 PM on UNE's Alfond Lawn . be plenty of food, such as pop This year, APB is using Spring corn, churros, D ip 'n Dots, funnel
Concert as the culminating event cakes, and freshly- squeezed lemof the first-ever Spring W eek. onade; fun, such as laser tag; and
The series of events leading up to of course giveaways, like the trathe concert are aim to encourage ditional tie-dying oft- sh irts. In
students to participate in various keeping with this U NE pastim e,
activities as well as pump them up Sodexo will also be providing all
for the concert.
concert goers with an outdoor
The planning for this event BBQon the Alfond L awn from
began in early November in or- 4:30 to 6 PM.
der to fully prepare for the big
A s usual, Spring C oncert
day. As of right now, the plans is an event "open and free to all
are still underway to properly students, faculty, and staff on
solidify all the little components the Biddeford campus." Walley
that are taken into consideration would also like to point out that
for Spring Concert. According to students are allowed one guest
APB's President and Event C hair, per UNE ID and families of staff
Ashley Walley, the main roles of or faculty m embers are equally
APB is to, first, sponsor the event welcome. H owever, despite the
(because it is completely funded musical atmosphere, this is a
by this student-run organization) UNE event meaning it is closed
and then establish a committee to those not associated with the
of student members to formulate University. APB anticipates that
the subsequent plans. The active this event will bring in about the
members comprising the com- same number cf people as last
mittee make decisions for the stu- year (which was a record- breaking
dents based on what the students 1,000), and, even though there is
want (as seen by the survey-col- not a specific count of students
lected data) in terms of activities, themselves, a large turnout is anfood, and performers. Obviously ticipated for this popular occapricing and availability are h uge sion. O verall, A PB is hoping to
concerns, especially when choos- provide a fun-filled day dedicated
ing the artists; but through W al- to the students and all their hard
ley's and Leah Robichaud's, APB work. They hope that it all pays
Advisor, guidance, the committee off in the end, so that everyone
has worked very hard to bring the may enjoy being outdoors and lisbest they can to UNE.
tening to music chosen with the
As of last Friday, April 15, students in mind.
2011, the three performers were
N or'easter Staff

COURTESY OF IMDB

BY DEIDRE DICKER

ment by at least a century. She
gives horrifying accounts of public trenches used for bathrooms,
If you're a restless, adventure- cockroaches scaling hotel walls,
hungry college student like me, and live snakes, dogs, and cats in
join Susan Jane Gilman in her restaurant windows waiting to be
outrageous trip to the People's eaten. Moving into the heart of
Republic of China in her new the People's Republic of China,
memoir, Undress Me in the Temple Claire and Susie face the dangerofHeaven.
ous and the completely unknown:
It's 1986 towards the end of Communism.
the Cold War and Susie and her
Through her experiences,
friend Claire Van Houten are just Gilman sheds light onto a country
about to graduate from Brown formerly darkened to Westerners
University. A couple weeks be- by the mystery of Communism
fore commencement, they find and the Cold War. Undress Me
themselves uncertain, jobless, and in the Temple ofHeaven offers the
drunk at the International House chilling reality of China's strict
of Pancakes. In an epic moment no-nonsense authority in the
of brazen abandon, the two twen- 1980's. Claire and Susie willingly
ty-two-year-olds make a decision travel to the Communist Repubthat will turn their sheltered, Ivy lic but soon become wary of being
League lives around: to take a year frequented by the military offioff and travel the world together.
cials. When Claire begins to halThis New York Times Best- lucinate, the officials take her as a
selling author injects her memoir threat to the country and detain
with a generous helping of humor, her in a public jail. Rememberphilosophy, and immense hon- ing a cautionary tale from a felesty. She documents their travels low backpacker about a girl with
closely, leaving no detail unrecog- a fever who was held in a Chinized. Starting in Hong Kong, nese prison for two years because
Susan and Claire are dropped of brief hallucinations, Susie is
into a completely foreign coun- forced to lie to Chinese authoritrv that trails America's develoo- ties bv olavin1r uoon American
Nor'easter Staff

stereotypes to save her friend's
life. In the People's Republic
of China, Susie soon finds that
people in the sphere outside of
Brown University are judged by
their race, nationality, and gender
and that, as much as she hates to
succumb, it is advantageous to act
on these.
Read this book. You will not
regret it. It will captivate your
imagination. The events described
within the story are unreal. They
are too magical and horrendous
and serendipitous to imagine.
Gilman writes in the completely
honest tone of a bold college student. She holds back no sexual
fantasies, no uncertainties about
herself, her friend, and her situation, and makes no effort to make
herself seem more independent
or savvy than she truly was back
in 1986. Some sections of the
story are laugh- out-loud funny,
while others are dramatically serious. Gilman's up-beat tone lasts
throughout all of Undress M e in
the Temple of H eaven, however,
and she will have you flipping
pages faster than flapjacks at the
International House of Pancakes.

THE
NOR'EASTER NEWS
IS ONLINE!

Nor'easter News is available online!
You can catch up on all the latest articles, pictures, and
videos; post your comments; browse the newspaper's
archives; and suggest your own news stories or events.
Check us out now at
noreasternews.com
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Restaurant Review:
Perk Coffee Bar and Cafe

COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

BY HADLEIGH SMITH
Nor'easter Staff
With the end of the semester and finals coming up, we all
need something to keep us going.
Get your next caffeine fix at Perk,
a new coffee bar and cafe conveniently located in the North Dam
Mill. A mere ten minute drive
from campus, Perk offers a fresh,
traditionally inspired menu featuring local, organic ingredients.
A quick glance at the chalkboard
menu tells you everything you
need to know about this place;

simple without being too limited, with homemade flavor syrups, freshly ground organic coffee
beans, and local breads and ingredients. Perk isn't trying to do
everything - it's trying to do what
it does well, emphasizing quality
over quantity.
In talking with the owner,
Chris, I learned some background
about Perk. The coffee shop uses
organic, fair-trade coffee beans
from Brunswick-based roaster
Wicked Joe. Chris, who was formerly in the software business,
took a minimalist approach in de-

signing the coffee shop, providing
a simple, unintimidating menu.
The latte I ordered was superb:
strong, smooth espresso with light,
creamy steamed milk. As an added bonus, I got to watch each step
of the process from grinding to
tamping to brewing to steaming
and pouring. The biscotti, which
come from a bakery in Wells, are
delightfully crunchy while avoiding the stale, rocklike consistency
that dooms many others.
The employees are personable, friendly, and always willing
to make conversation. The warm
atmosphere, along with the quality of the products, is really what
sets Perk apart from the other area
coffee shops. Perk, in conjunction
with the rest of the Mill building,
offers a wide variety of entertainment, from musical performances
by local artists to communitycentered Easter egg hunts. Perk
is open weekdays from 7am to
3:30pm, and Saturdays from 8am
to 1pm, as well as special event
hours.
If you're looking for a quick,
cheap, in-and-out coffee experience, stick with stale, watereddown Dunkin' Donuts. But if
you have the time, I highly recommend Perk for quality coffee,
a comfortable atmosphere, and an
overall enjoyable experience. So
whether you're a coffee connoisseur or just want a hit of caffeine,
stop by the North Dam Mill to
give Perk coffee bar and cafe a
try!

Press Release: Biddeford CityTheater
to Present Patsy Cline
City Theater in Biddeford
is excited to present the talented
Mary Bastoni as Patsy Cline
along with Carrie Engfer as her
longtime friend Louise Seger in
Always ... Patsy Cline. This musical is more than a tribute to the
legendary country singer who
died tragically at age 30 in a plane
crash in 1963. The show is based
on a true story about Cline's
friendship with a fan from Houston named Louise Seger, who befriended the star in a Texas honk-y-tonk in 1961, and continued a
correspondence with Cline until
her death
l\lary Bastoni of Fryeburg is
repri. ing her role as Pats) Cline
for City Theater. Last year she
played to sold out crowds at the
Art In ::\lotion Theater in orth
Conwa), • ew Hampshire. l\.1a[)
is a private voice teacher with a
studio in F[)1:burg, and teaches
voice at the University of Southern lv1aine. Among Mary's many
accompli hments she formed and
ang with Alpenglow, a small
PTouo of teens from orth Con-

A&E
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way NH region that won a national competition for an all- expenses paid trip to sing at Radio
City Music Hall in a preshow
performance for the Rockettes
Christmas Spectacular Show in
December 2010. Last June Mary
performed with Maine State Music Theater in the staged concert
version of RENT and will appear
this June in Spring Awakening
and Annie.
Carrie Engfer of Chocorua,
NH is joining lvlary on stage again
as Patsy's friend Louise Seger.
Louise has been active in The Arts
In l\Iot10n Theater. Her previous
roles include Diana in Lend l\.Ie
,1 Tenor, Susan in Company, Izzy
in Rabbit Hole, and Narrator in
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat.
The musical play, complete
with down home country humor,
true emotion and even some audience participation, includes many
of Patsy' unforgettable hits such
as Crazy, I Fall to Piece&, Sweet
Dreams and Waking After Midni!!ht ... 27 sonl!s in all. The show's

title was inspired by Cline's letters
to Seger, which were consistently
signed "Love ALWAYS ... Patsy
Cline."
"Always ... Patsy Cline" April
29th-May 15th. Fridays and Saturdays at 8:00 PM. Sunday May
8th &May15 at 2:00. TICKETS
ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE
AT www.citytheater.orgAlways ...
Patsy Cline is a musical play,
complete with down home country humor, true emotion and even
some audience participation, includes many of Pats) 's unforgettable hits such as Crazy, I Fall to
Pieces, Sweet Dreams and Waking After Midnight ... 27 songs in
all. The show's title was inspired
by Cline's letters to Seger, which
were consistently signed "Love
ALWAYS ... Patsy Cline."
"Always ... Patsy Cline" April
29th-May 15th. Fridays and Saturdays at 8:00 PM. Sunday May
8th & May15 at 2:00. Tickets
are $20 and are available online at www.citytheater.org or
282-0849.
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Review of
The Wedding Singer
BY LAURA CARTER
Nor'easter Staff
From Friday April 8th until
Sunday April 10th the Biddeford
City Theatre was transported
through a time machine back to
the 1980s. Before the show even
began, one could hear 80s classics
pumping through the speakers;
the audience sitting and waiting in
anticipation for the night's show.
This year, the UNE Players put
on a production of The Wedding
Singer also known for the popular
New Line Cinema film starring
Adam Sandler as the Wedding
Singer-Robbie Hart, and Drew
Barrymore as Julia Sullivan. In
UNE's adaptation of this movie,
Robbie Hart was played by senior
Craig Gibson who is no stranger
to the stage being in several UNE
Players productions prior to The
Wedding Singer. Playing opposite him as the other lead role, was
Maria Denietolis who has been
a part of UNE Players for three
years.
As a person who is a big
fan of the movie, I was very impressed with this version. I went
to the Saturday night showing,
and with the exception of a few
technical difficulties involving
the microphones there were really no other issues I had with the
show-besides the unnecessary
"exotic" dancers during one of the
club scenes. I understand that this
was a PG-13-esk type show, but
I think there could have been a
different way to portray that the
club was a sketchy night club
than have two of the members of
the dance team dressed in mesh

and whipping their hair back and
forth. G littery ta-tas aside, the
acting was also really great, and I
felt like the characters really immersed themselves in their roles.
Firstyears Maria Kuehl and
James Muller both did an amazing job in their supporting roles
as Holly and George. Holly's costumes were totally rad, and when
George threw glitter into the
audience-he literally became my
hero in that single moment. The
ensemble and remaining cast was
well choser1, and there was a good
group synergy. The costumes from
the showwere fantastic, and rather
than feeling as ifl was attending a
show where kids dressed as if they
were from the 80s, I legitimately
felt like I had been transported
back in time. There were so many
pieces from the show that I wish
I had in my closet.
This show definitely had its
moments, and I am really glad
that I went. Despite the fact that
I couldn't hear what she was singing, Melanie Ostrowski (playing
Linda), did a severely impressive
backwards summersault onto
Craig's lap; Eric Pepin (playing
Sammy) almost slipped, but kept
his composure and held it together for the scene. Overall, it was an
excellent show; I attended with a
bunch of my friends and it was a
nice night out spent laughing and
singing along to all of the terrific
80s music that was also played
during intermission. All of the
cast and crew should be so proud
of their hard work and dedication
that they put into to produce this
show. If you didn't see it, you were
clearly missing out.

No Bags, No Bottles, NO Re-ErntFy
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BY DANIELLE CROPLEY
Nor'easter Staff
"Oh here comes Peter Cottontail, hoppin' down the bunny
trail; hippity hoppity, Easter's
on its way!" This famous line is
highly recognizable as a classic
children's song about Easter. It
tells us that bunny rabbits are going to bring us beautifully colored
eggs filled with delicious treats
because that is what this holiday
is about, right? Well, according
to my highly trustworthy and
faultless friend, Wikipedia, Easter Sunday is the day for those
following the Christian faith to
celebrate the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Pardon my inquisition, but how in the world did
society get Peter Cottentail out of

ADVERTISING
E-mail sdoyle@une.edu for advertising rates and a production
schedule.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Nor'easter News welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should not exceed 500 words and must be received by 5pm on
the Wednesday before the next publication date (for specific dates,
contact the opinion editor). The editors reserve the right to edit letters for length. Longer op-ed submissions of 500 to 1000 words may
be arranged in advance with the opinion editor. Submit letters via
e-mail to apowcnski@une.edu.

Jesus Christ? Despite the reference to a common biblical name,
I see no resemblance between the
two traditions. However, it's got
to make you wonder, how did a
predominantly Christian holiday
transform into a commercialized
festival for all?
Now, I'm not here to bash
anyone's religious beliefs or monetary investments in the soulsucking conglomerate corporations that make up this nation,
but I am going to ask what we've
come to. No, I do not want to
dispute the historical cont~ts
that led humans to the creation of
the Easter bunny, and I'm not going to say that either way is right
for anyone, Christians and nonChristians alike. All I'm trying
to figure it out is just what drives
Please see EASTER, page 13.

It's here! Finally it seems as
though UNE has been overtaken by the glorious weather and
temperatures that most normal
people associate with spring! It's
a lovely time of the year when we
can, hopefully, forget about snow
until next winter rolls around. As
I'm writing this, I'm sitting outside in the sun, not trying to get
a tan (considering I'm wearing
jeans) but just enjoying the fact
that I don't have to wear a jacket
and I'm not hunching over into
some upright form of the fetal
position in an effort to stay warm.
The magnificence of this weather
most likely won't last; however,
because we have all seen how bipolar Maine's weather can be. This
makes me think of how, around
two weeks ago now, there was that
random snow day; a snow day I

didn't mind whatsoever, considering I was up far too late the night
before. However, what I'm really
drawn to point out even more is
how ridiculous it is that people
complain about the weather.
Everyone does it, including
me. We all hate Mother Nature
for the weather at some time or
another. When it rains at the
sporting event you are attending
and despite plummeting temperatures the game just keeps going
and that's the one day you forgot
to pack an umbrella or raincoat.
Or maybe you wore your ballet flats (sorry guys you don't rea.Cy have an equivalent to those)
because the weather didn't seem
too terrible, only to leave your
first class to see a downpour that
you know will have your feet
soggy and borderline frostbitten within minutes. Then there
are, of course, the people who are
dumb, like me, and have a snow
scraper that is the biggest piece

Please see WEATHER, pae:e 13.
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our society to commercialize every little tradition we have established until they mean nothing, at
all.
In a normal, U.S. calendar,
there are several holidays that
we "celebrate" and acknowledge
as cultural practices; nonetheless,
half of these holidays don't actually mean anything to anybody.
Whether you're celebrating Valentine's Day or St. Patrick's Day,
or even Halloween, every holiday
just adds 'another million dollars
to cash registt:rs of the Wal-Marts
and Targets of the world. Aisles
upon aisles of candies and stuffed
animals and cards filled with
Hallmark's glittering stupidity
are all the tradition humans have
left at this point. We've forgotten where the history starts and

Weathering the Weather
BYROYALE
HARDEN STINE
Nor'easter Staff
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Easter Eggs!

of crap ever, and that one day you
don't have any gloves, you have to
clean off your windshield and you
swear you'll never be able to feel
your fingers again. At one point
in time we all hate the weather,
but there comes a point when
you have to accept that there are
certain weather patterns that can
be expected in Maine and really
if you would just dress appropriately you wouldn't be freezing to
death. There's a time and a place
for shorts, and Maine in February isn't one of them. And when
you decided to wear a thin sweat
shirt when the temperatures are
known to be below zero, I really
can't take pity on you. I understand there are some times when
the weather looks a bit deceiving
and of course you might dress
slightly wrong for the day ahead,
however there is a certain amount
of common sense that should
be used when dressing oneself.
Which brings me to my next
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A Little Bit of Class Goes a Long Way
Awards we eat it up; the glitter, that I am putting forth. How
lights, beautiful faces, and de- can I claim that Americans want
signer gowns. Throw a royal title to be elegant and classy if I just
Ever since Prince William and true love into the mix and confessed to sitting in a room of
announced his engagement to it is easy to see why the world is happy, sweatpants-clad people,
Kate Middleton last year, Great hooked; the entire thing plays out who seem to want nothing to do
Britain and Europe have been like a real life fairytale, the kind of with a royal title or a spot of afswept away with what can only be thing little girls dream about. But ternoon tea on the terrace? Well
described as wedding fever. This is is that really all it takes to capture look a little closer, could that girl
understandable considering that the attention of a nation? I for who wears sweatpants all day evthe majority of the continent has one, think we are a little harder to ery day secretly yearn for a world
or has had a royal family at some get than that. After all, we have where people can wear skirts and
point throughout their countries' movie stars aplenty to fulfill our heels everyday without being
history and most likely have a need for glitz and glam, and if we called snobs? Is it possible that
fairly established and prominent are in the mood for a fairytale ro- the drunk guy in the corner would
aristocracy. However, the wed- mance all it takes is some quality prefer to drink eighty-year-old
ding excitement was not stopped time with a classic Disney movie. scotch while reading an Oscar
by the vastness of the Atlantic So what is it that we find so fasci- Wilde novel in his study? And
Ocean, just like ancient times the nating? The answer is simple, we could it be that the kid texting
sickness has spread from Europe are intrigued because the world at a million miles an hour would
to America, only in this case the in which we live is so lacking in trade in their phone for a chance
.sickness is not smallpox and the the elements of class and elegance to send a handwritten letter?
Alright, so maybe these situmode of transportation was re- that permeate the royal sphere as
porters on camera not rats on it is presented on television and in ations are a little farfetched, but I
choose to believe that deep within
ships. But, regardless of how it ar- magazines.
As college students we don't every stressed out and relatively
rived on our shores it seems it is
here to stay, at least until the next see a whole lot of elegance in our classless college student lies the
big thing.
daily lives. For example, as I write soul of a sophisticated, refined
Before I continue I want to this I am sitting in a fairly pub- individual just waiting to be set
clarify something, I am just as lic place wearing sweatpants and free. Again, I realize that I may be
much of a wedding nerd as the a five year old shirt I bought at being a little dramatic, and I want
next person; I watch Say Yes to a thrift store and using a plastic it to be understood that I am not
the Dress, My Fair Wedding, de- spoon to scrape ice cream off the encouraging the UNE commulight in the opulent cakes created bottom of a paper cup. Now, I nity to start wearing suit jackets
on various TLC baking shows, should be a little embarrassed to to class, or that we bring back the
and I am definitely planning to admit that this is the face I choose trend of women wearing nylon
watch at least one special about to present to the world on a fairly stockings with all outfits. Howthe royal wedding. I am not try- regular basis but I'm not, because ever, I believe that we would all
ing to criticize or mock the Brit- everyone else is just as lacking in benefit from a few small changes
ish wedding lovers of America; sophistication as I am. In fact, the in our behavior that might aid us Prince William and Kate Middleton
rather, I am attempting to figure classiest event I have attended in in looking less like former high
you think that drinking enough
out why we are so excited over the recent memory was the spring school students and more like fualcohol to knock out an elephant
marriage of two people, not from Semi Formal, and let's just say ture members of the adult world.
and showing up to a public event
our country that we will probably that some of the behavior on disSo next time you feel the urge
is a good idea, maybe mull it over
never meet.
play on that night would not meet to wear sweatpant~ to class for
.
for a few seconds more. These are
The most obvious explana- with the approval of Her Majesty the fourth time that week maybe
just some ·examples of small, and
tion for the American fascination the Qieen.
consider swapping them for jeans
not unreasonable changes, we can
with this event is the pomp of it
This is the point in reading and see how it feels, you might
make in our lives that can improve
all. We love opulent affairs, from when you should begin to ques- like the sensation of legitimate
their overall quality.
the Oscars to the Country Music tion the fundamental argument clothing on your body. Or when
As a final note, I want to say

BY SHARRA PAQUEREAU
Nor'easter Staff
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where the receipt for the useless
purchase ends. Pretty soon, we're
going to actually recognize Arbor
Day as a holiday, and will buy up
all the trees and decorate them
with a bunch of expensive ornaments until we have erased the
meaning behind that day of preservation and care.
When it comes down to it,
the way humans, Americans especially, see holidays as a time to
dig their wallets out, spoil each
other rotten, and somehow find
a way to celebrate extra hard by
way of some sort of controlled
substance. Sounds like the dream
right? You give stuff, you get stuff,
and you may or may not get a little tipsy along the way. Ahh, that
really is the life .. . NOT! Why are
we so hell-bent on the act of giving and receiving; more specifically giving stuff just
so we can receive it? I mean, the
Easter bunny didn't hop all around
town giving eggs to greedy, snotty

children just so he could get a hot
pink wicker basket full of material
goods, did he? The answer is no,
he didn't.
Okay, so maybe this rant is
slightly unjustified because my
family has always celebrated the
egg-hunting, basket-hiding kind
of Easter. However, my parents
didn't buy things for me (because
the Easter bunny is real, duh)
purely to spoil or bribe me. The
joy of waking up in the morning
and searching for brightly colored
goodies was more about the thrill
of the hunt rather than cheap
thrills. Our whole consumeristic lens has been fogged because
we think that Easter is about the
stuff inside the egg, not what the
egg represents. The whole idea of
hunting and playing and searching, for adults and children alike,
is fun. That's really it. Easter,
while celebrated in a rather shallow, Pagan manner, is fun. It allows you to believe in things other
than your increasing rate of debt,
and lets us play pretend no matter
how young or old we are.

What it all boils down to (or hardboils ifl want to get corny), is that
holidays, if they must exist at all,
should have a little more substance. While I can argue till I'm
blue in the face that holidays are
relatively pointless because everyday should be a holiday, the idea
that certain days in the year are
set aside to remind us of the little
things is important. No, I don't
actually believe there was ever an
Easter bunny and I don't know
why this tradition was started, but
does that matter? What matters
is not where it came from, who
thought of it, or what company
is going to produce some sort of
sickeningly sweet knickknack to
represent it; the important part is
that Easter gives us all, despite our
secular beliefs, a little something
to believe in, no matter how silly.
Maybe I'm wrong and the way we
celebrate holidays is not incorrect
or disrespectful, but maybe it's
important to plant this seed now
so the next generation can hold
out hope for make-believe. Just
something to think about.

WEATHER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

point: we live in New England.
Would you expect anything less
than freezing cold temperatures
in the winter time? It should
come as little to no surprise that
from the months of October to
March, it's going to be cold at
UNE. For those of you who have
lived in Maine your whole life this
should not be a shocker; h owever
I do understand that some of your
families preferred that you stay
close to home. So then it's not
exactly your fault that you remain
here in New England, and you're
allowed to complain to som e extent . . . I guess. I mean it's not your
fault that you grew up in a rather
cold area. But, then there are the
people like me (those of us from
the states not considered New
England) who choose to come to,
as my friend from North Carolina
was told, "the great white north."
We did this to ourselves, so should
we really complain about being
cold, because, I don't know about
:invnnf'
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that these changes do not have to
be permanent,just give it a try, see
if you like 'not looking like you
just rolled out •of bed or maybe
remembering the events of the
previous night. If you don't, that's
fine, but at least you can say that
you gave class a chance and that's
all I, or anyone else, can ask.

tioned to someone I was going
to school in Maine, they felt the
need to remind me that it's cold.
Wait! WHAT!? No, I'm only going to school there and never considered the fact that Maine is, indeed, farther north than my home
state. I didn't realize that I should
choose my school based purely on
the weather I will be experiencing there. This brings my argument full circle, because when I
did plan on coming to Vacation
Land, I went out and bought a
coat .. . a warm water proof one.
It's called preparedness; I wasn't
even a boy scout and I know that!
So, now as w e come to the
end of another year, I will wish
you good luck on your finals. Don't
get too overwhelmed by spring
fever, because most of us would
rather be at the beach than sitting
in Windward studying until our
eyes bleed. Enjoy the warm and
wonderful weather, and try not to
complain too much on a rainy day,
because little orphan Annie said it
best, "the sun'll come out tomorrowl"
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The Five People You Encounter at UNE
BY LAURA CARTER
Nor'easter Staff
A wise person once told me,
"Just because there's an end to the
song, it doesn't mean you can't
enjoy the music,"-this, she admits, is from a popular TV. show,
but nonetheless shared it with
me in all of her infinite knowledge at nineteen. It is moments
like these when I like to reflect
and think about the people that
I have met here at UNE. And,
it is moments like these where I
wonder how I would be different had things not gone a certain way, or everything had gone
"according to plan." I know that
I would be a different person if I
had not met these people that I
call my friends-or ifl had never
met the people that I would later call my enemies.
What I want to share with
you all, in my final opinion piece
for the Nor'easter News is the
five people you meet at UNE.
I have encountered all five of
these people; I have known
them, observed them-or kept
far far away from them. Though
I am leaving this University, I
am sure the new University that
awaits me will have the same
five people (only with unfamiliar and different faces) -which
will be a whole new treasure

trove of adventure and discovery.
First: The Parasite. Everyone knows who I am talking
about-in every graduating class
there is at least one. Parasite may
be a tad harsh to describe a person, but in more-or-less words,
the Parasite is the person you
meet at orientation, and immediately latches onto you for dear life.
This is the person you feel bad for
because you, yourself, are a good
person, and despite your efforts to
shake them, you CANNOT seem
to be rid of them. Again, I probably sound like a horrible person,
and yes, freshman year is difficult,
especially when we're all out there
trying to get our lives in order, but
being overbearing is no way to
go about it. We're all in the same
boat when we start out. I was not
any more knowledgeable than the
next person when I first stepped
foot here Gust saying) and that's
why there are those who are Parasites, and those who are not. Eventually, they detach themselves,
and are able to function normally
on their own. I will never forget my encounters with them ...
Second: The Nerd. Deep
down, really deep down-like
through all of the squishy organs,
and flesh right into the very depths
of our soul, we are all nerds. There
is something that all of us have
that make us totally geek out,

and instantly turn red in regards
to; I've got Double G, Star Wars
and a slew of other things, for
that matter. However, there will
always be someone nerdier than
you. I am proud to say that I have
several friends that are · [nerds],
and I love them to death. As part
of the college experience, you will
not be able to make it out of your
four years without an encounter.
They're smart, they're fun, and
they knew about Plato way before
you could even spell his name.
Third: The "Cool Kids". College is supposed to be different
from high school, and in many
ways, it is, but in some respects
it's exactly the same. From what
I have observed by going to UNE
High, is that it's a lot the same as
high school. Just as in this form
of secondary education, my eyes
have found clique after clique
after clique. Cool. And speaking
of cool-there are still the "cool
kids." This, if you're anything like
me, is a terrifying thing. The cool
kids come in all shapes and sizes,
such as med students, Featherman
kids, jocks, partiers, burn-outs,
etc. Though there is no definitive: 'HEY THESE KIDS ARE
COOLER THAN YOU' indication that, hey-these kids are
cooler than you, there is definitely
an understood line, a hierarchy if
you will, that allows an outsider to

see that they [themselves] are not
cool. I will be the first to say that
it's really not as bad as I am making it seem, but there are a select
few elitists that think that they
truly walk on water. Anyways, the
cool kid is someone that you will
definitely run into from time to
time, see around campus, and have
to deal with in a class that they're
too cool to be in. God Speed.
Fourth: The Friend-enemy.
Face it. There is always that one
person that you smile to, or wave
at that you completely can't stand;
they act like you're best friends,
but even though neither of you
can say it, it's an understood actual hatred. Though I am glad that
we are all adult enough to conduct ourselves maturely in public,
I think it is sad that relationships
like this even exist. I don't think
that this is a unique problem-I
have had some friend-enemies
while being here at UNE, but I
feel like there is always that one
person for everybody. Oh society.
Lastly: The New Best Friend.
As people we will always have
an affinity for the familiar. I do
love my friends from home, but
being in college has allowed me
to gain newer and closer bonds
with the people here. I am very
happy with all of my "new" best
friends that I have made, and I
know that my college experience

would not be the same without
them. This isn't to say that the
people from home have been replaced; however, the bonds with
people you live with (or around)
are a lot stronger than those that
were made prior to college. I don't
know what I would do if I didn't
have these people in my life. Literally, I would be a completely
different person. I owe them a lot.
So this may be sort of dumb,
and meaningless, but if you think
about it, without these five people
who would you be? They say that
you are your true self when you
are alone, but for the moments
we aren't alone, we need people
like this to shape who we become.
This has happened so that, one day,
I can tell everyone the story of the
parasite that I met at orientation,
or talk about why philosophy is
actually important to life because
I learned about the Allegory of
the Cave from talking with my
nerd friends, or even reminiscing about when me and my best
friends would go to Denny's at
one in the morning. At some
point, these people will show up,
and you'll know ahead of time (if
you didn't already) that they will
have some sort of effect on your
life-for better or for worse. I
know mine has been for the better.

Voices in the Crowd:
What is one piece of advice you would give to future UNE Students?
BY DANIELLE CROPLEY
Nor'easter Staff

"Make sure you use all of your resources as best
you can! Places like the library, career services, and
the registrar's office are filled with people who are
willing to help you with your needs. Also make
sure to join as many clubs as you can. Here, you
can find different people who like the same things
you do, so it is really easy to meet new friends. If
you aren't looking to go into a varsity level sport,
intramural sports are also available, and are a lot
of fun!"

"Get involved in as many clubs as you can. It's a
great way to meet new people."
-Tim Dubay (Sophomore)

"This is the ride of your life. Enjoy every up, every
down, every twist and every turn. Make the best
of your experience. Get involved, keep your heads
up, shoulders back and enjoy the ride! "

-Katie Kotsiroplos (Fust Year)

-Jessica Hamel (Junior)

"Don't be afraid to get involved in ANYTHING
that remotely interests you."
- Travis McCafferty (Senior)
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHTS
Photo of the Issue!

SAVANNA FORD, NOR'EASTER NEWS

The flowers are beginning to bloom!

TOM HINMAN, NOR'EASTER NEWS

A beautiful Spring pine cone.

What is it?

CHELSEY MESZAROS, :S:OR'EASTER NEWS

The last of the ice melting off of a fence.

PERRI FINE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Last issue's "What is it?" was a picture of a piece of chalk and an eraser. Check out the next issue for this issue's answer!
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CAMPUS EVENTS
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
College Community Mentoring
Program
Do yo wont to get ·nvolved in
local communities?
Like orking with children?

CAS INTERNSHIP OFFICE
(rt!'d1t-beanngwurs~whi:!r~youwork
part-tim~for Ol1€: semest&r ,nyour field
of stud>rwi th a prof<=5S1 onal orgarn zati on

You d n't have to be perfect, or
xperienced, you just have to be YOUI
All it takes i one hour a week.

118 Oecary Hall x2540
csimon@une.edu
www.une.edu1cas/internships

Pick up an application outside of Decary

330 todayl

'°"

,norc fnfor,natlon, contact:
Mart. Hubbard, CCMP Coordinator
mhubbard~une . edu / " 2294' / Dccary 330

CLASSES START JANUARY 24
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

Treading

AquAerobics **

3:00-4:00 pm

3:00 - 4:00 pm

edto
nUp

how
Upll

Ju t

fl@o
Vinyasa Yoga

10:00-11:30 am

i~J
w....

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

Hard Core

Vinyasa Yoga

3 :00 - 3:45 pm

2:30-4 :00 pm

RBC

Pettapiece/RBC

Strength & Conditioning

Ballet

Hatha Yoga*

4:00-5:00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

RBC

Pool

Pool

Ballet

Boot Camp

4 :00 - 5 :00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

RBC

RBC

We scott MPR/RBC

Zumba

FMI:

5 :00-6:00 pm
Pettapiece MPR/RBC
Kickboxing

Boot Camp

Kickboxing

Boot Camp

6 :00-7 :00 pm

6:00- 7:00 pm

6:00 - 7 :00 pm

6:00-7: 00 pm

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

RBC

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

Zumba

Jazz

Treading

Kickboxing

7 :00-8:00 pm

7:00 - 8 :00 pm

7:00-8:00 pm

7:00-8:00 pm

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

RBC

Pool

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

PLEASE CHECK ROOM SCHEDULE AS LOCATIONS DO CHANGE.
RBC = Racquetball Court
MPR = Multi-Purpose Room

E-mail Margaret
mhutton@une.edu

*Hatha Yoga starts on February 2
**Another AquAerobics class will be coming In March

